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The RASHA is the world’s only consciousness enhancement, brain 
optimization, psycho emotional release & relaxation technology. The 
RASHA is a true scalar plasma energy device with the most advanced 
frequency generating software that protects, enhances and harmonizes 
the autonomic nervous system (ANS) by relieving stressors, transmuting 
negative habitual patterns, supporting relaxation, cellular detoxification 

and healing from electrosmog and geopathic stress.  
 

This is morphogenetic scalar plasma energy reprogramming that is not 
based on the limited perspective or laws of Newtonian physics 

but rather it adheres to a much larger set of 
multidimensional morphogenetic field physics that impacts the cells on 
a quantum level, allowing for the repatterning of the morphogenetic 

fields surrounding every cell, organ and system of the body.
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The  RASHA TRIAD was created by Dr. Jere Rivera-Dugenio, Ph.D., and  combines 
the  brilliant technologies of  Nikola Tesla,  Antoine  Priorie'  and  Dr. Royal Rife  into one 

integrative quantum self-healthcare system.  In addition, as per Prof. Dr. Konstantin 
Meyl’s published research and experiments in magnetic scalar waves being the 

communication language of the introns (potential DNA), our RASHA technology transmits 
vital information via the magnetic vector of the scalar field to the magnetic major groove in 
between the double helix of our DNA. 

• Assists to reconnect our Light body to the Rasha Dark Matter body and Spirit Body 

• The RASHA TRIAD is authentic, quantum photo-generator cell technology that connects 
with the quantum sparks made by the original Source Particle (SP1) & the secondary 
Source Particle (SP2), when they go through their splitting process and is a perpetual 
motion for both regenerator cells. 

• The RASHA TRIAD affects the infrasound radiation encryption, reprograms the 
Fibonacci finite-life encryption back to both Source Particles which have the original 
encryption times 2 thus becoming 24 points instead of 12 points (12-sphere grid); and 
then is called the “ETERNAL LIFE” encryption. 

• The original encryption (the 12-sphere grid), that is the same as the Source 
Consciousness Field while the one that allows for ETERNAL LIFE perpetual motion in 
manifestation. So basically all manifestation occurs within the consciousness field of 
Source. 

The RASHA TRIAD is the only 
D.A.R.P.A inspired, Nikola Tesla 
“Quantum Access Technology” 

available in the public sector! It is an 
authentic scalar-plasma-sound system 

designed to assist the biological 
human organism in achieving stress 

release and relaxation in order to 
reclaim its innate ability to self-heal.

About The RASHA

This is achieved via autonomic nervous system harmonization, brain hemisphere synchronization, 
emotional trauma release and systematic chakra realignment. 
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The RASHA Triad Features
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Our Base-12, perpetual-life based Tesla Coils 
are a key factor in not only accessing the scalar 
field, but transforming our resonant frequencies 

that are transverse waves (light and sound as 
we experientially know it), to spherical standing 

scalar waves. Doing this further enhances the 
frequency emissions to efficiently permeate the 
introns. to effectively receive and embody this 

advanced information. 

The implementation of Selenite 
Quartz further enhances the 
emissions of the frequencies for 
long distance healings, and 
imprinting products such as 
Quinton Marine Plasma, 
drinking water (DDW), 
essential oils, 
supplements, 
 crystals, etc.  

Our proprietary plasma gas blend 
differs slightly from other blends 
being utilized. This component, with 
the accompaniment of the 
Base-12,Tesla coils, allows access 
the true scalar field. The two 
proponents promote a reaction 
when the RASHA is ignited. This 
spherical, standing scalar field emits 
about 12 ft in circumference.  

The RASHA Base-12 Clinician Frequency 
Software includes TBSW presets (tri-lateral 

balanced sine waves that differ from binaural 
beats), chakra tones for balancing, source tones 

to promote emotional clearing and 4000+ 
pathology-related frequencies (Royal Rife  and 

Hulda Clarke).

*The RASHA Technology offers four audio input 
options should one be looking to host multiple clients 
at one time under the same protocol.

RASHA Triad Features

About The RASHA
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RASHA Accessories

RASHA Zero Point Gravity Chair

- Upright Dimensions 43"L X 31"W X 47" High 
- Reclined Dimensions 63"L X 31"W 
- Reclined Headrest Height 26" 
- Reclined Footrest Height 31" 
- Seat Width 23" 
- Maximum Load Weight 400 lbs 
- Required Recline Clearance is 9"

Our RASHA Clinicians Zero-Point Gravity Chair gently 
permeates the cells through sound and vibration, massaging 
the body from inside-out. A classic furniture style with solid 
wood and leather construction that fits into any office or home 
environment. This magnetic- transduced sound furniture has 
soft, comfortable leather pads with standard memory foam. 
The hand controlled reclining feature calls for easy  
descending into the Zero-Gravity position at easy access    

allowing one to fall deeper into their 
meditative state.

*chair reclined fully back to enhance the 
RASHA experience and assist the client  
into a state of relaxation.
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RASHA Hydro-Acoustic Sound Bed

RASHA Accessories

Our RASHA Hydro-Acoustic Sound Bed 
gently permeates the cells through sound, 

and achieving the zero-gravity state, 
non-physical. As our bodies are 

made up of 98.9% water molecules, 
our Hydro-Acoustic Bed further 

assists the informational transmissions 
efficiently through sound and vibration. The 
RASHA Hydro-Acoustic Bed provides style 

and comfort, while combining two magnetic 
transducers to further enhance the healing 

process, offering the most sophisticated 
sound delivery system for reducing stress, 

alleviating discomfort, etc.  

Dimensions: 76”(l) x 35”(w) x 24”(h) 
-Weight: Table without Water and Hydraulic Lift: 70 lbs. 

-Table with Hydraulic Lift: 96 lbs. 
-4 “ custom liquid bladder adds 300 lbs. when filled 

-300 lbs recommended max client weight

*pillow included
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RASHA Triad Clinician Package 

-RASHA Base-12 Clinician 
Frequencies Software (64-BIT)  

-Microsoft Surface 3 Tablet 

-Choice Of Hydro-Acoustic Sound 
Bed or Zero-Point Gravity Chair 

-Audio-Technica Headphones 

-Traveling Case 

-2 Year FREE Warranty 

-Free Online Training Videos 

-Lifetime Customer Service 

$60,000 
*Shipping Not Included 

*Shipping Cost May Vary Upon Location 
*4-6 Week Wait Upon Purchase

RASHA Accessories
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Featured Locations

Cuixmala 
Jalisco, Mexico

Carillon Wellness Resort 
Miami Beach, Florida

The Farm at San Benito 
Batangas, Phillippines

Paloma Blanca Boutique Hotel 
Marbella, Spain

RASHA Japan Headquarters 
Tokyo, Japan

RASHA USA Headquarters 
Reno, Nevada

EW Villa Medica 
Edenkoben, Germany

EW Villa Medica 
Dhaka, Bangladesh

EW/Villa Medica 
Bangkok, Thailand
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